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Notes on Class Discussion Format 

 
Depending on enrollment, each student and auditor will sign up to (1) write up a summary of one week’s reading and 

(2) lead a class discussion. If the class is large enough, teams will work on creating the summary. The purpose of the 

summary is to collectively assemble a “briefing book” on the topics covered in the course. Let’s face it: most of you 

will probably not have the time, energy, or inclination to read each and every selection on the syllabus. However, I 

would like for each of you to have at least the “Reader’s Digest” version of the readings. Moreover, I hope that each 

of you will also become the class “expert” on at least one topic.  

 

The draft summaries are to be distributed by e-mail (using the LISTSERV) no later than noon on the Tuesay of your 

assigned week, preferable in Word format so that everyone may add their own comments later. The summary should 

be 3-6 pages long and provide both a synopsis of at least 5 or 6 of the articles and a concluding synthesis of the 

material. Please review the articles in the order in which they are found in the syllabus. For weeks with more than 

6 readings, choose at least 6 items to include in the summary. Let me know if you would like guidance on what to 

skip and what to include. In all cases you should summarize the Wasserman and Faust chapters. Please note at the 

beginning of the summary what network analytic techniques are covered in the summary, if any. (The first week is 

background so there are no techniques to review).  

 

For the class discussion, come to class prepared to provide an oral summary of the materials that may last 45- 60 

minutes but certainly no longer than 70 minutes (at 70 minutes I will cut you off). You should use presentation 

graphics and have a file ready to distribute to your classmates. You may wish to use a dataset that you have created 

(even if it contains dummy data) or one of the datasets that are available on the course web site. Please present the 

articles in the order in which they are found in the syllabus. 

 

Throughout your discussion I reserve the right to ask questions, provide information and context, and ask for the 

other members of the group to comment or make inquiries to you. I will sometimes ask provocative questions in 

order to spark debate. Be prepared for interruptions as you present. For those of you planning to seek an academic 

job, this will be a low-stress practice run for your job talk. 

 

Finally, you should have 3-6 discussion questions that you would like to have the group address. These questions 

may cover any topic that the readings address or any issues that you think the readings raise. If there is something 

you did not understand about the readings, ask the group to help you figure it out. There are no stupid questions. If 

we all knew this material we wouldn’t need to take this class, and I don’t pretend to have all the answers at my 

fingertips either. At least one question should get people to think about applications of the techniques and ideas. 

What questions could this technique be used to answer? What data do you need to have in order to use this technique 

or apply these ideas? How might the findings from this technique compare or contrast with other forms of analysis 

like regression, content analysis, or social experiments? 

 

After the class, you (and your partner, if you have one) should revise and extend the summary to include information 

and ideas that came up during the discussion. We’ll organize this during the first class meeting. The final version of 

the summary and any presentation graphics you used should be distributed by 5:00 PM on the Friday following your 

presentation. 

 

See the attached rubric for the factors I will consider in the presentation grade. 
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Presentation Grading Rubric 

 
Week   Students           
 

Topic Score 

(0-10) 

Comments 

Summary distributed on time   

Summary is complete, within page 

limits, and covers all readings 

  

Summary generally captures key 

parts of readings 

  

Presented in order prescribed   

Presentation about an hour long   

Presentation covers major ideas in 

readings 

  

Presentation stimulates discussion   

Presenters are able to address 

questions and re-direct questions 

to instructor when appropriate 

  

Presentation critically considers 

content of readings 

  

 

Indivdual presenter scores (10) 

 

Presenter 1              

 

 

 

Presenter 2              

 

 

 

Presenter 3              

 

 

 

Presenter 4              

 


